
 

 

Advanced integration of the pE-300 Series Light Sources 
into Olympus cellSens via USB and using the pE-6501 
 

Introduction: 
The CoolLED pE-300white, pE-300ultra, and the pE-340fura are not “officially” supported in  
Olympus CellSens software. However, the units do work flawlessly using the pE-6501 USB to 
TTL board.  
 
Using this board, faster frame rates are possible compared to USB control of the light source 
direct. 
 
There are four main steps in this guide.  

1) Install the Windows NI Software (DVD) or runtime (download) 

2) Install the CellSens NI driver 

3) Configure CellSens 

4) Observation Methods and using the pE-300 Series in CellSens via the pE-6501 

Install the Windows NI6501 driver 
You will need the National Instruments NI6501 driver to control the pE-6501. You can 
download the National Instruments runtime, which is a fraction of the size from the NI 
website if you don’t want additional programmes added onto your system. Download the 
latest driver from here:  
http://search.ni.com/nisearch/app/main/p/ap/tech/lang/en/pg/1/sn/ssnav:drv/fil/phwebnt
pmdm:124942/  
 
To test the pE-6501 is recognised in Windows, open up device manager and plug in the pE-
6501 USB cable. You should see the appearance of the NI Icon under “Data Acquisition 
Devices” to confirm it is connected successfully. 
 

 

http://search.ni.com/nisearch/app/main/p/ap/tech/lang/en/pg/1/sn/ssnav:drv/fil/phwebntpmdm:124942/
http://search.ni.com/nisearch/app/main/p/ap/tech/lang/en/pg/1/sn/ssnav:drv/fil/phwebntpmdm:124942/


 

 

 

Install the CellSens National Instruments driver 
 
Run the CellSens Installer. During installation and setup of your configuration, you will reach 
the ‘Microscope Accessories Selection’ screen. Scroll and find National Instruments in the 
list. Now select the NI USB-6501 and click Next a series of times to complete the installation. 
 

 
NI devices listed in 'Microscope Accessories Selection' 

 
 

Configure CellSens 
 
Firstly, plug the UBS cable into the pE-6501 and the computer and start CellSens. 
In the “start page” select the device list and in this dialogue box select the Lasers/LED’s tab. 
For each channel (One for a pE-100, One for a pE-300white, Three for a pE-300ultra and pE-
340fura, and four for a pE-4000). This quick-guide is intended for the pE-300 Series but the 
pE-6501 can be used for the other CoolLED systems. 
 



 

 

 
 

Now select the NI USB-6501 for LED#1 and in the description write what you would like it 
called. EG DAPI or UV. Then repeat for each channel. I will call mine NI-UV, NI-Blue, NI-GYR 
so it is easy to follow in the subsequent images. 
 

 
 

You will finally end up with this screen below. 
 

 
Now Press Okay 

 
Now open the device settings (from the CellSens “start” page) to test the system. 



 

 

 
 
The description will be what you entered earlier, but you can also add in the wavelengths. 
This is not actually necessary but some may find it useful. Make sure the polarity is set to 
High=on and the latency is set to 10ms (These should be default settings). Sometimes in 
CellSens the Test button on the right of the dialogue box is partially obscured (as it is here). 
Click this to open up the test window. Connect the BNC cables to the BNC inputs on the back 
of the unit and click on each of the test tabs in turn. In the pE-6501 use channel A for 
Channel1 on the pE-300ultra for example ChannelB=2 and ChanneC=3 
 

 
 
Now the system should be ready for configuring the Observation Methods to use in the 
toolbar and in experiment protocols. 

 



 

 

Observation Methods and using the pE-300 in CellSens 
 
Now we want to setup three types of Observation Methods. A) used for acquisition and 
experiments when the camera is live B) One Observation Method to act as an “off” button C) 
A set of Observation Methods to turn on the individual LEDs manually. 
Now go to device configuration to setup the individual Observation Methods.  
 

A. Experiment Observation Methods 
Because the Observation Method is used for acquisition and not changing any camera 
parameters, you don’t need to configure a specific camera setting. All that is required is the 
trigger to select the correct colour, in this case NI-Blue using the 460nm peaked LED. 
 
Create a new observation method EG UV-TTL, select the NI-UV shutter (note you don’t use 
the light bulb icon) and select “Use for acquisition”. This will be the Observation method you 
will use in experiments. Make methods in a similar way for Blue and GYR 
 

B. Buttons to turn on the LEDs from the toolbar without the camera being active/on. 
This is a useful feature for researchers wanting to observe the specimen through the 
eyepieces before image acquisition. Here we create a simple Observation Method with the 
colour chosen and the shutter set to open. 
 
 Make methods for turning the colours on (Method in middle below) and a simple OFF 
button that closes all shutters (RHS). 
 

    

 
 



 

 

Now you can simply choose the Observation Method from the toolbar or from the 
microscope control. Blue ON then OFF then GYR ON then OFF etc. 
   

 

 
 
 
To use the Experiment manager, you simply use the UV-TTL (the Observation Method with 
use for acquisition) Blue-TTL EXP etc for Time Lapse Experiments. The cycle time is affected 
by the latency of 10ms. Smaller latencies will enable faster acquisition. 
 

 
 
We will have an advanced CellSens use document that will describe this. However, this 
document is intended as a simple setup guide. A hardware config file (ODC file) is available 
to use that can be loaded form the Device Settings page. 
 

 
 


